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AccessUH

On February 22, 2012, University Information Technology (UIT) will launch AccessUH, a new service that will greatly improve and simplify the process of accessing many of the systems UH students, faculty and staff utilize on a regular basis.

With the introduction of AccessUH, UIT is addressing a long-standing request of the university community to simplify access to information systems and reduce the number of passwords that our customers need to remember. In its first release, AccessUH will give the university community the ability to access twelve commonly used and critical web based applications such as the student center, online learning platform, and housing management system with a single user ID and password. UIT will continue to add services to AccessUH with the eventual goal of providing a single portal to access all the University’s information resources.

AccessUH users will enjoy access to applications including MyUH, P.A.S.S., HR and Campus Solutions, UHS Finance, Blackboard, CSATS, Housing HMS, MS Exchange, and more.

The inclusion of additional applications is planned throughout the spring semester, and customers can request that new applications be added from the AccessUH portal page.

For more information, please visit the AccessUH site at accessuh.uh.edu or contact the IT Support Center at 713-743-1411, ormailto:support@uh.edu.
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